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Sustainable & Safe
Uhmm box is made out of Polypropylene, one of 
the safest plastics to look for. 

We are using pure PP for the Uhmm Box which is 
food approved and without parabens and phtha-
lates. The material is 100% recycable and can be 
recycled many times, which makes it very sustai-
nable - the only by-product in a lifecycle perspec-
tive is water and a small amount of CO2. 

All Uhmm Boxes comes in an exclusive gift packa-
ging made from Kraftpak®, an uncoated carton 
board made from excess wood chips – much 
tougher and more environmentally responsible 
than ordinary cardboard.

From Palm Leaf 
to Practice

For thousands of years the people of Vietnam 
have wrapped their food in palm leaves, also 
using the leaves as plates, and like all other great 
ideas this concept stands the test of time. 

However, not everyone has palm leaves growing 
in their garden and this is where Uhmm enters 
the picture, because we love new solutions to 
ancient problems.



    

Easy to store
Uhmm Box makes everyday life easier for you, 
the dishwasher, the microwave, the environ-
ment and the space-limited kitchen cabinet.

Just fold uhmm box out and stable it like plates.

Did we mention that it’s 
also a plate?
Use Uhmm box for your packed-lunch on the go, 
for picnic or on the beach. It is perfect for sand-
wich, pizza and other solid food.

The unique folding technique also makes it functi-
onal and ensures that the food can ”breathe” and 
stay fresh.



   

Uhmm is a practical 
storage solution. 
Use it for your cheese, salad and sweets -
 or the little things, you care about.

Endless possibilities - that’s Uhmm in a sustai-
nable nutshell (speaking of which it’s great for 
storing nuts too!).  Parabens and phthalates 
are actually the only thing that an Uhmm box 
cannot contain.

Who are we?
UHMM is a young Danish brand founded by 
Line, the developer and designer of Uhmm Box. 

’From the very beginning it has been an over-
all goal to design and manufacture locally 
and sustainable’.

’The bacis idea with Uhmm is to meet the needs 
of a modern lifestyle on-the-go,  valuing time, 
environment and pleasure’.

Inspired by Mother Nature, 
designed and 

made in Denmark

Contact:  line@uhmmbox.dk



   

SHOWCASING
Uhmm  have a solution for showcases in every kind of shop. Smaller set-up for the small store, 
a display for the larger store or chains - and fi nally we can support you with great photos to 
E-commerce/-marketing for the online stores and Social Medias – please look at our Photo for image 
photos, Pack shoots and Embossed Pack shoots. 

We can provide the packaging with barcodes.



    

No. 01

Prepacked – choose the color 
combinations that fits your look

Measures D10 x W18 x H5 cm 1 Colli: 4 pcs

981201 981204 981202 981203 981206

981237 981240 981238 981239 981242

981225 981228 981226 981227 981230

981213 981216 981214 981215 981218



    

Prepacked – choose the color 
combinations that fits your look

Measures D10 x W12 x H7 cm 1 Colli: 4 pcsNo. 02

981207 981210 981208 981209 981212

981243 981246 981244 981245 981248

981231 981234 981232 981233 981236

981219 981222 981220 981221 981224


